✓ Introduce the topic
✓ State an opinion
✓ Supply Reasons
✓ Link reasons to opinion
✓ Conclude with a statement
Good Topics for Opinion Writing

Best:
Food
TV Show
Book
Game
Vacation
Super Hero
Fairy Tale

Choose one:
Pepperoni or Cheese
Ocean or Pool
Snow or Rain
Vegetables or Fruit
Chores or no chores
Summer School or not
Cake or Pie
Ways to conclude:
I have to say that
It is clear that
Clearly,
Without a doubt
All things considered
Before you____ consider _____
Last but not least
To sum it up
In conclusion
Did you know
Have you heard
A friend of mine says
Are you interested in
I’m writing to you today
How would you feel if
Did you know
Reason Starters

The best thing about

The fact is

Do you realize

I mean seriously

Linking Words

First of all

To start with

Secondly,

In addition

Finally

Last but not least
In my opinion

I feel strongly that

If you like — then you will love

I prefer

I agree that

Everyone should

I feel

I believe